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Yuri ddlc cosplay tutorial

As someone who likes storytelling games like Life's Strange and Various Telltale Games, I very much like the Doki Doki Literature Club. This is my attempt to produce Yuri cosplay for SMASH (Sydney Manga and Anime Show) 2018. Note: I am a very beginner cosplayer, I know how to work with a sewing machine and
can be cunning, but do not take this article as cosplay advice. Part 1: Skirt Typical schoolgirl style skirt, I used this tutorial: I apologize for the poor lighting for some of the following images, I took them at night in my room, which has weak yellow lights. Measuring from the folds (3 inch then 1 inch) and marking them with
tailors chalk pinned down stitches, then loosely (as loose as a sewing machine can at least) sewn over to put the folds in place the end result of sewing through the folds Adding a zipper, as according to the tutorial Ironing folds, it turns out the fabric I chose does not really stay stacked that well. Thanks to the belt, you
want to reduce the approximately desired waist width*2 + some overlap/hem on both sides of the waist, and then fold it. You also want to make sure that your waist is a little longer, so they overlap where the hook and eye meet. (I forgot to put the finished photo skirt right before I finished it, but you can see it at the end of
this blog) Based on this pattern: my old high school textile teacher warned us against burda designs, didn't know why until I tried it. Patttern came up with not enough instructions, especially for beginners like me, who had never worked out a pattern (especially not such a complicated pattern) before, but also didn't include
seam posts in the pattern. But if someone wants a copy contact me and I will send you a pdf. The pattern requires the jacket and lining to be made separately, ie you make a jacket using the jacket fabric desirable, then you make an exact copy using the lining of the fabric and 'merge' the two jackets. I'm obviously too
inexperienced to do it 'properly' way, so I decided it wasn't a big deal if you could see the seams from the inside, and occasionally the top stitch from the outside. What I mean by the fact that I didn't make the jacket 'the right' way is that I sewed together each component of the jacket fabric, lining and linking in one go,
and put together the components (front, hips, back, etc.) after. This is illustrated in the picture below with the back piece of the back piece, with pink lining and some jacket facing attached at the top using the top stitch pattern also wanted a 150cm wide fabric which I couldn't find the exact color I ended up using is a little
too purple rather than the warm grey tone worn by the characters in DDLC. I'm also using the 'wrong' side as outside, because the fabric is satin and I did not want it to be too shiny. Cutting out patterns, I had to get to the aid of a friend through Sunday to redouble my efforts.  I didn't take many pictures during the
construction of the jacket. On the first day I attached the lining, link and jacket fabric together to make each piece, added arrows to the main front pieces, and teamed them with side pieces. Result after 1 day jacket making (front) Result after 1 day jacket making (back) Day 2 jacket do involved attaching the back piece to
the front pieces on the shoulder (inserting the shoulder pad inside the lining), attaching the side pieces to the front pieces, and fixing how the collar attaches, because the pattern did not have very good instructions for it. The end result of 2 Day 3: Attaching the collar using the top stitch to the back and front pieces When I
was cutting out the pattern, I was between 2 sizes and cut it by size larger. As I finished more and more bodice, I realized that I should use a smaller size because it had a lot of excess seam allowance when I was pinning pieces to my dressmaking dummy.  I decided to compensate for this exaggerated seam post when
attaching side pieces to the back (in most pictures links to Yuri, her jacket looks rather tight).  Later, I realized that I had only listened to that cursed pattern, as after I attached my sleeves, my hands didn't have much room to move. The world's most dodgy sleeve attachment.  Day 4: Finishing touches button holes are a
lot of fun to make if your sewing machine has a setup for it (and you have a button hole heel) Part 3: Sweater Vest Based on references to DDLC that I had, it's debatable whether their sweater is full of sweater or cardigan vest. I decided just to make this sweater vest (because I didn't have much armpit room in my
jacket). Obviously, I didn't have time to knit one from scratch, so I found a similar color sweater edit I looked at this guide for keeping, but it doesn't end up following it completely: Original Sweater, $15 from TEMT Sleeve Removal, pinning it. I finished it with an upper stitch using a similar colored thread turned the
turtleneck into a v-neck.  Part 4: Accessories couldn't really figure out where to buy Yuri shoes, so I decided that I would just find some plain white shoes and paint the front blue as a 'pretty close' option. Cheap plain white shoes Cheap plain white shoes, but painted over using blue acrylic paint.  For her hair clips, I
bought some DIY barette bases, a matte purple ribbon, and fixed it all along with hot glue and some cardboard as a base. At first I tried using a zicchini-zicchini stitch through the ends of the ribbon cut to prevent fraying, it turns out that only makes frayed faster, guess what is a more effective solution? I also used the
same technique for red ribbon all DDLC girls wear around shirt collar finished product. Made 2 just in case.  A wig from Ebay, very rushed makeup and a messy bathroom selfie. Ever since it's been released in late September 2017, almost everyone who plays Doki Doki Literature Club has good things to say about it.
From the wonderfully unsuspecting atmosphere of everyday high school life alongside your childhood friend and new club members to the way it's slowly but surely damaged into something much darker, playing through for the first time is an unparalleled experience of almost any other visual novel. Fans quickly became
connected to four girls from a literary club, and began showing their appreciation in the form of fan art, fan fiction, and even cosplay. Today we look at 10 cosplay directly from the visual novel. 10 World of Books The first thing we as a player learn about Yuri is her preference for books in front of people, even if it's not like
she's not desperately wanting anyone to understand her as well. This shot of Alex Reiss as Yuri perfectly captures both of these aspects of her-clutching her comfort tightly against her chest, while at the same time filming the viewer's almost hopeful appearance as it might finally be the day she can make a real
connection. The background really feels out of the club itself, too-and even went the extra mile with one of Natsuki's cupcakes on the left. 9 Len Sayori? Those who know the show will know exactly what the phrase Monica means, and some fans are taking it on to apply it to other girls in the series. Here we have a little
yandere take on sayori lottiedesu, and although she says she was simply trying on a friend's costume, she looks like a picture-perfect Sayori. I wish we could see more real costume, but it still doesn't take away from how big it is to cosplay, from the precision of her wig to the makeup. 8 Genki Girl Next Door Here we
have another beautiful take on Sayori, this time purin_cos. Everything about the costume itself looks incredibly accurate, and her expression fits Sayori pretty well! She even managed to capture the dual nature of her personality, appearing cheerful and upbeat on the outside-but there's something about that expression
that almost looks like a smile being forced, hiding something she's struggling with underneath. She is also striking the pose that Sayori makes on the home screen of the game, which is a very nice touch. 7 Small Stature, Big Attitude Natsuki is known for being the smallest member of the club, but probably has the
greatest personality of all four founding members of the club. smol.shorty does a fantastic job in displaying a character's personality through his expression and posturing- hands powerfully on her hips while she shoots the smuggler's gaze over her shoulder. Her costume is also great, and all the details on the wig are
accurate. The place for this shot is perfect for her, too-like Natsuki states that she disparages something cute; her writing and interests tend to tilt a lot more toward the cutesy side. 6 (No) Cute Like Natsuki in Canon trying to protest that she is anything but cute, pretty much everyone else-like other characters in the game
and those who played it, begging to differ. This cosplay is a wonderful example of how cute she can really be! Dashiemachine does a great job in balancing Natsuki's cuteness as well as her more bitter, bratty personality, which comes across well in her expression. The second and third pictures in the shoot feature her
lost in thoughts while trying to write another day's poem, and the last one features her holding one of her mangoes close to her chest. 5 Čas.sk Monika As founder of the Literary Club (and the only one truly aware of her place as nothing more than an illegitimate character in a visual novel centered around romance,
before moving on to horror), Monika is an incredibly driven figure who will do everything she can to get what she wants. Neoncosplays does a phenomenal job of expressing that there are no words needed here. The confidence in her posturing and look combined with a slight smile on her face all screams Monika, and we
can't get enough of it. Her wig is styled very accurately, too, and the costume itself looks great. 4 Flashing light, Pounding the heart of Yuri is the most mysterious of all club members, described as having a rich and complex inner world that she doesn't always let out easily, given negative past experiences. However,
after being introduced to the player and having several positive interactions with them, she begins to open up and allow herself to be more ... Well, alone. Although she is still clutching her items of comfort a near-like book has helped her get through her darkest times-n_wolfcos she does a great job of expressing the



slight confidence that she begins to feel when she opens up more through her expression and slight smile. Longer wigs can always be a challenge to get looking natural, but she has done a great job of it here as well. 3 The damaged Yuri Although originally coming as timid and insecure with Monica's manipulation, Yuri is
fast becoming over-possessive towards the player, as well as incredibly carefree towards other girls–even going so far as to ask Monica if she is considered to be killing herself, and said that no one would care if Natsuki did the same. Razberrycos does an absolutely perfect job in displaying this more wacky side of Yuri,
and the fake blood splatter and glitch effects are great touches that add to the overall creepy atmosphere. She even made a copy of Yuri's favorite book, which next to the player, Portrait of Markov, and it looks like we imagine it is. 2 Rain clouds Sayori originally emerges as the most positive member of the entire cast,
although fans of the series will know that over time, it's revealed that she actually struggles with depression and intense feelings of self-hatred and is a burden on the people around her. This shot of ngwcat is absolutely haunting, especially if you know what Sayori ends up doing because of Monica's influence. She's
holding her arms tightly around her, almost as if she's afraid of something, maybe she's afraid of what she's capable of doing to herself in this state. 1 The sweeter Side of Natsuki tends to be incredibly short-fused and quickly angry and insult the people around her, but it's turned out fairly quickly that it's nothing more
than a coping mechanism, so she doesn't reveal her true feelings and eventually get deemed, hurt, or worse. In this photoset from cottoncandy.cosplays, it's amazing to see a sweeter, more honest side of Natsuki in which she poses cutely and doesn't run away from her feelings. We're incredibly happy cosplayers are
willing to explore this side of it as we really don't get to see much of it in the game. NEXT: Naruto: 10 Awesome Kakashi Cosplay Done By Women Next 10 Most Useful Potions In Dungeons &amp; Dragons Related Topics About The Author Hannah Grimes (154 Articles Published) More From Hannah Grimes Grimes
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